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① Objective & Method

 This study performs sets of hindcasts to examine the predictability of   

the   PDO.

 Nudging is used to assimilating the observation into the model.   

 EOF analysis is applied to reveal the spatial pattern of PDO

② Model & Experiment

The coupled model was integrated for 200 years, the middle 100 years 

monthly output as control  experiment  are used for analysis.

The ocean temp. and  salt. are assimilated  into the model  to integrate 10 

years and  a 10 year hindcast .
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FGOALS_g2.0  is shown to capture the major signal of the PDO.

The main deficency is that the warm center of the spatial pattern of the PDO 

is by north.

③ Results
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FGOALS_g2.0 is verified to be able to capture the major signal of the PDO, the  main bias 

is the spatial pattern of the PDO.

Through nudging the Ocean tempreture, the spatial pattern of the PDO is improved ,but 

the global mean tempreture slides down because the climate temp. is lower than the 

observation.

From the hindcast of the salinity, we can find that assimilating the temp. and salt. can 

enhance the simulation capabilities 

Ocean temp. & salt. are 

assimilated into the coupled 

model.

It shows that the simulated 

surface salinity in the hindcast

is more close to the 

observation
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Assimilated, hindcasted, and observed  time series of globally averged SST.

The hindcast SST can keep as the Obs. for  2 years  then slide down because 

the climate temp. of the model is lower than the Obs.  This is the problem we 

will solve in the future. 

The hindcast shows 

that  the spatial 

pattern of the PDO is 

more reasonable in 

the coupled model.

The control 

experiment can 

not simulate the 

PDO  well in the 

same year as 

the hindcast.

This chart can tell us 

that FGOALS_g2.0 

can simulate the PDO 

almost exactly as the 

observation through 

the assimilation.


